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	Network Forensics: Tracking Hackers through Cyberspace, 9780132564717 (0132564718), Prentice Hall, 2012


	My great-grandfather was a furniture maker. I am writing this on his table, sitting in his

	chair. His world was one of craft, “the skilled practice of a practical occupation.”1 He made

	furniture late in life that was in superficial respects the same as that which he made earlier,

	but one can see his craft advance.





	Cybersecurity’s hallmark is its rate of change, both swift incremental change and the

	intermittent surprise. In the lingo of mathematics, the cybersecurity workfactor is the integral

	of a brisk flux of step functions punctuated by impulses. My ancestor refined his craft

	without having to address a change in walnut or steel or linseed. The refinement of craft in

	cybersecurity is not so easy.





	Forensics might at first seem to be a simple effort to explain the past, and thus an

	affectation. It is not, and the reason is complexity. Complexity is cumulative and, as the

	authors say at the outset, enough has accumulated that it is impossible to know everything

	about even a de minimus network. Forensics’ purpose, then, is to discover meaningful facts

	in and about the network and the infrastructure that were not previously known. Only after

	those facts are known is there any real opportunity to improve the future.





	Forensics is a craft. Diligence can and does improve its practice. The process of forensic

	discovery is dominated by ruling out potential explanations for the events under study. Like

	sculpture, where the aim is to chip away all the stone that doesn’t look like an elephant,

	forensics chips away all the ways in which what was observed didn’t happen. In the terms

	popularized by EF Schumacher, forensics is a convergent problem where cybersecurity is

	a divergent one; in other words, as more effort is put into forensics, the solution set tends

	to converge to one answer, an outcome that does not obtain for the general cybersecurity

	problem.





	Perhaps we should say that forensics is not a security discipline but rather an insecurity

	discipline. Security is about potential events, consistent with Peter Bernstein’s definition:

	“Risk is simply that more things can happen than will.” Forensics does not have to induce

	all the possibilities that accumulated complexity can concoct, but rather to deduce the

	path by which some part of the observable world came to be as it is. Whereas, in general,

	cybersecurity the offense has a permanent structural advantage, in forensics it is the defense

	that has superiority.





	That forensics is a craft and that forensics holds an innate strategic advantage are factual

	generalities. For you, the current or potential practitioner, the challenge is to hone your craft

	to where that strategic advantage is yours—not just theoretically but in operational reality.

	For that you need this book.
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Running LinuxO'Reilly, 1996

	
		Linux is the most exciting development today in the UNIX world -- and some would say in the world of the PC-compatible. A complete, UNIX-compatible operating system developed by volunteers on the Internet, Linux is distributed freely in electronic form and for low cost from many vendors. Its software packages include the X Window...



		

What is Dart?O'Reilly, 2012


	Dart is a new language developed by Google that’s getting attention in web app circles.

	We asked Kathy Walrath and Seth Ladd, members of Google’s developer relations team,

	to explain Dart’s purpose and its applications.





	Writing a web app can be lots of fun, especially at the beginning when you...

		

Network VirtualizationCisco Press, 2006
Share network resources and reduce costs while providing secure network services to diverse user communities

	
    Presents the business drivers for network virtualization and the major challenges facing network designers today

    
	
    Shows how to use...







	

Java Security SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Your complete guide to the what, why, where, and how of Java Security
In this unique guide, two Java security experts show you how to take full advantage of Java security technologies–cryptography, algorithms, and architecture. They explain today’s Java security tools, concepts, protocols, and specifications, including ECC, RSA,...


		

iPad 2 Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Everything you need to know about the iPad 2!


	Finally decided to get the hottest device on the planet? If so, don't go far without the iPad's must-have accessory—your own copy of iPad 2 Portable Genius. This hip little guide will show you how to get the very most out of your iPad 2. Being a Portable Genius, it...


		

Designing for the Social WebNew Riders Publishing, 2008

	No matter what type of web site or application you’re building, social interaction among the people who use it will be key to its success. They will talk about it, invite their friends, complain, sing its high praises, and dissect it in countless ways. With the right design strategy you can use this social interaction...
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